BuzzFeed Quiz: Structuring the Decision Aid
D. Opel

Context: After some students used survey platforms like Google forms to create portions of their PtDAs, we came to realize that the survey hid from the patient the decision tree that groups had created behind the scenes. This classroom exercise was meant to assist students to “un-blackbox” the decision.

Instruction for the Class Activity

1. Take the BuzzFeed quiz here.

2. After receiving your result, make a list of the values and preferences you hold that you believe led to that result.

3. Go back to the quiz again. Go through each question and think about how a response is connected to a value and/or preference in your list. (If the value/preference isn’t there already, add it to your list.)

4. Get in your group for the decision aid project. Compare results. Make a master list for each of the sorting hat results and the values/preferences that you each listed to accompany them. (If you are missing a particular Hogwarts House, make up some values and/or preferences that you believe connect to that House.)

5. Take your chart and use it to create a comparative chart for a person wanting to make an informed decision about a Hogwarts House. Make four columns (one for each house), and underneath, make checkboxes next to each value/preference that underlies house members.

6. Return to class--discussion:
   • What work does this comparative values/preferences chart do that the BuzzFeed quiz does not?
   • How does knowing all four options and the values that underlie them affect your decision making?
   • What can we do to add to patients’ knowledge and confidence in their decision making in our own PtDA project?